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Seven sons, each with a bloodline of supernaturals that can be traced back to
them, but where did they go? Humiliation, pain and hunger become Dabria's
everyday life as a captive but when she is forced to watch the one person in the
world she loves die...what will she become?Rising from the blood and ashes,
Dabria is tossed into a cell and left to rot...only she isn't alone. A monster so
feared they locked him up and threw away the key...and now, he has his sights
set on her. Nothing is safe from him, not her body nor her mind, and definitely not
her heart. Gather around, little ones, this is the beginning of the end.
Suspected in the death of her boyfriend, seventeen-year-old Luce is sent to a
Savannah, Georgia, reform school where she meets two intriguing boys and
learns the truth about the strange shadows that have always haunted her.
All ten volumes of New York Times bestselling author Steven Erikson’s epic
fantasy series featuring vast legions of gods, mages, humans, and dragons
battling for destiny of the Malazan Empire are collected together in one e-Book
bundle. The Complete Malazan Book of the Fallen includes: Gardens of the
Moon Deadhouse Gates Memories of Ice House of Chains Midnight Tides The
Bonehunters Reaper's Gale Toll the Hounds Dust of Dreams The Crippled God
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At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Seventeen-year-old Eurekaâe(tm)s life is taking on dark undercurrents that
donâe(tm)t make sense . . . Her mother killed in a freak accident. Her best friend,
Brooks, behaving like a stranger. And Ander. The boy with eyes like the ocean
who is everywhere she goes. Uncovering her motherâe(tm)s legacy âe" a stone,
a locket and an ancient tale of romance and heartbreak âe" Eureka begins to
question everything she thought she knew. Only one thing is certain: everything
she loves can be washed away.
The Banished Lands are engulfed in war and chaos. The cunning Queen Rhin
has conquered the west and High King Nathair has the cauldron, most powerful
of the seven treasures. At his back stands the scheming Calidus and a warband
of the Kadoshim, dread demons of the Otherworld. They plan to bring Asroth and
his host of the Fallen into the world of flesh, but to do so they need the seven
treasures. Nathair has been deceived but now he knows the truth. He has
choices to make, choices that will determine the fate of the Banished Lands.
Elsewhere the flame of resistance is growing - Queen Edana finds allies in the
swamps of Ardan. Maquin is loose in Tenebral, hunted by Lykos and his corsairs.
Here he will witness the birth of a rebellion in Nathair's own realm. Corban has
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been swept along by the tide of war. He has suffered, lost loved ones, sought
only safety from the darkness. But he will run no more. He has seen the face of
evil and he has set his will to fight it. The question is, how? With a disparate band
gathered about him - his family, friends, giants, fanatical warriors, an angel and a
talking crow he begins the journey to Drassil, the fabled fortress hidden deep in
the heart of Forn Forest. For in Drassil lies the spear of Skald, one of the seven
treasures, and here it is prophesied that the Bright Star will stand against the
Black Sun.
A collection of four love stories featuring Shelby, Miles, and other characters from
the Fallen series.
Victory is fleeting, but defeat is eternal. The war between Heaven and Hell rages
on. Aaron, half-angel and half-human, commands the Fallen in their quest to
protect humanity. But evil forces gain strength at every turn. And lurking
somewhere in the shadows is Archangel Gabriel’s instrument with the power to
call down the End of Days. Aaron draws confidence from the girl he loves as he
struggles to make peace with his legacy as Lucifer’s son. These are desperate
times, and Aaron knows the Fallen will need to forge new, unlikely alliances to
survive. With the fate of the world hanging in the balance, Aaron will stop at
nothing to defend civilization—and the girl who holds his heart. Even if it means
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facing Hell’s darkest demons.
The first three volumes in the New York Times bestselling The Fallen series is
available as an eBook boxed set. Join the ultimate quest for redemption. The son
of a mortal and an angel, Aaron has been chosen to redeem the Fallen. But as
war rages between Heaven and Hell, evil powers gain strength at every turn.
Aaron must harness the incredible force within him if he’s going to save himself
and the girl he loves—let alone the entire world. And Aaron is out to prove that
what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger. This eBook boxed set chronicles
Aaron’s quest for redemption and includes The Fallen 1, The Fallen 2, and The
Fallen 3.
Enter the realm of fallen angels and rising passions with this boxed set that
includes Hush, Hush, Crescendo, Silence, and Finale. A gripping saga that
chronicles the destiny of Nora and Patch from the beginning of their relationship
to the dire events ~ and forces ~ that threaten to tear them apart, this collection
of all four Hush, Hush books is the perfect present for loyal fans and series
newcomers. Praise for Hush, Hush: 'A rollercoaster of twists and turns...a great,
new and different novel' Sunday Express 'A fast-paced, exhilarating read...fans of
paranormal romance should be rapt' Publishers Weekly 'Absolutely brilliant!'
BellaAndEdward.com Praise for Crescendo: 'Dark, sexy and compelling' The
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Bookseller 'Great sexual tension… hot, tense and moreish' The Bookbag Praise
for Silence: 'An action packed suspenseful story that had my eyes glued to the
page and tears falling…Silence is another fascinating, memorable, heart-breaking,
story.' Dark Readers 'The perfect escape into fantasy and a love that can break
all boundaries.' Sugarscape Praise for Finale: 'Finale was everything I hoped it
would be and more. I have been a fan of the Hush, Hush series since the
beginning and Finale was the perfect, well, finale.' Bookbabblers 'By far my
favorite book in the entire series, it brings all of the elements of the story to a
fantastic conclusion.' Book Angel Booktopia 'Fitzpatrick is an awesome author,
and her writing constantly kept me turning the pages addictively.' Once Upon a
Bookcase
“A poignant, heart-tugging, life-affirming story that will wrap around you like a hug during any
season. Keep tissues nearby!”—Josie Silver, #1 New York Times bestselling author of One Day
in December It started with a letter. It ended with a love story. Every December, Josie posts a
letter from her home in London to the parents she lost on Christmas night many years ago.
Each year, she writes the same three words: Missing you, always. But this year, her annual trip
to the postbox is knocked off course by a bicycle collision with a handsome stranger--a
stranger who will change the course of Josie's life. Josie always thought she was the only one
who avoided the Christmas season, but this year, Max has his own reasons for doing the
same—and coincidence leads them to spending the holiday together. Aglow with new love,
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Josie thinks this might be the start of something special. Only for Max to disappear without
saying goodbye. Over the course of the next year, Max and Josie will find that fate continues to
bring them together in places they'd never expect. New York City. Edinburgh. The quiet
English countryside. And it turns out, Max had every reason to leave and every reason to stay.
But what does fate hold for Josie and Max as Christmas approaches again? A devastating,
romantic, life-affirming love story, Always, in December will stay with readers long after they've
finished the last page.
The long-awaited final book in the Falconer trilogy is an imaginative tour-de-force that will thrill
fans of the series. Aileana Kameron, resurrected by ancient fae magic, returns to the world she
once knew with no memory of her past and with dangerous powers she struggles to control.
Desperate to break the curse that pits two factions of the fae against each other in a struggle
that will decide the fate of the human and fae worlds, her only hope is hidden in an ancient
book guarded by the legendary Morrigan, a faery of immense power and cruelty. To save the
world and the people she loves, Aileana must learn to harness her dark new powers even as
they are slowly destroying her. Packed with immersive detail, action, romance, and fae lore,
and publishing simultaneously in the UK, The Fallen Kingdom brings the Falconer's story to an
epic and unforgettable conclusion.
Nicholas Flamel appeared in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter—but did you know he really lived?
And he might still be alive today! Discover the truth in Michael Scott’s New York Times
bestselling series the Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel with the first three books: The
Alchemyst, The Magician, and The Sorceress. The truth: Nicholas Flamel was born in Paris on
September 28, 1330. The legend: Nicholas Flamel discovered the secret of eternal life. The
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records show that he died in 1418. But his tomb is empty. Nicholas Flamel lives. But only
because he has been making the elixir of life for centuries. The secret of eternal life is hidden
within the book he protects—the Book of Abraham the Mage. It's the most powerful book that
has ever existed. In the wrong hands, it will destroy the world. That's exactly what Dr. John
Dee plans to do when he steals it. Humankind won't know what's happening until it's too late.
And if the prophecy is right, Sophie and Josh Newman are the only ones with the power to
save the world as we know it. Sometimes legends are true. And Sophie and Josh Newman are
about to find themselves in the middle of the greatest legend of all time. “[A] A riveting
fantasy…While there is plenty here to send readers rushing to their encyclopedias…those who
read the book at face value will simply be caught up in the enthralling story. A fabulous
read.”—SLJ, Starred Read the whole series! The Alchemyst The Magician The Sorceress The
Necromancer The Warlock The Enchantress
When a possessed Lucifer unleashes unfathomable chaos throughout the world, Aaron and
the other Nephilim continue their efforts to protect humanity in ways that test their faith and
Aaron's relationship with Vilma. Original.
After ten years of servitude, Nish is about to be released from the blackest prison of his corrupt
father, the maimed God-Emperor, Jal-Nish Hlar. Using the sorcerous Profane Tears, Gatherer
and Reaper, Jal-Nish has crushed all opposition and is remaking Santhenar in his depraved
image. The oppressed peoples of the world see Nish as a messianic figure, the Deliverer, who
promised long ago to return and cast down his father. Unfortunately, Nish has no choice but to
repudiate that solemn oath, for he's a broken man, powerless and alone. Even worse, his
father is trying to seduce Nish into becoming his lieutenant and, faced with the unbearable
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alternative of another ten years in prison, Nish isn't sure he can resist the temptation. The one
person who can help him is little Maelys, a shy, bookish dreamer forced by duty to use Nish for
an ignoble purpose. But Maelys is the last woman he wants, and she carries a secret that is
more likely to destroy Nish than save him.
A 4-book digital collection of the bestselling FALLEN novels: FALLEN, TORMENT, PASSION,
and RAPTURE, available together for the first time in an ebook omnibus edition with a preview
chapter of Lauren Kate’s novel Teardrop. And don't miss FALLEN on the big screen! The first
book in the worldwide bestselling FALLEN series is now a motion picture available for
streaming.
High school can be hell.
For eighteen year-old Gemma, life has never been normal. Up until recently, she has been
incapable of feeling emotion. And when she’s around Alex, the gorgeous new guy at school,
she can feel electricity that makes her skin buzz. Not to mention the monsters that haunt her
nightmares have crossed over into real-life. But with Alex seeming to hate her and secrets
popping up everywhere, Gemma’s life is turning into a chaotic mess. Things that shouldn’t be
real suddenly seem to exist. And as her world falls apart, figuring out the secrets of her past
becomes a matter of life and death.
Victoria Colletti: Gabriel Maddox was dangerous. I knew it the moment I laid eyes on him. A
wealthy playboy with a reputation that preceded him, you could hear it whispered from the
tongues of every socialite in New York City. He was known to take pleasure in dominating
those around him, and when I crashed into him on the street, he made it very clear he wanted
to dominate me. It was the last thing that I needed, and yet it awakened an urge within me I
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didn't know how to resist. It was a recipe that could only lead to disaster. Because you see, I
lived my life by a very simple set of rules. Don't get noticed. Don't get attached. And most
importantly, never stay in the same place for too long. You might say that I had more skeletons
in my little suitcase than most people had in their entire closet. So what should a girl like me do
when I run into a man like Gabriel? Run as fast and as far as I can. Except, I didn't want to run.
Not this time. He made me a proposition. One that was too good to refuse. But the longer I
spent with him, the more I saw the vulnerable parts that he had hidden away. He was pulling
me closer, tempting my resolve. But it didn't change anything between us... it couldn't. The
people in my life could only ever be temporary. And whether I liked it or not, Gabriel was no
exception to that rule.

The launch of an LGBT fantasy duology that follows a talented necromancer who
must face down a deadly nemesis who has learned how to turn her magic into a
weapon.
For the first time, all five novels in the epic fantasy series that inspired HBO’s
Game of Thrones are together in one eBook bundle. An immersive entertainment
experience unlike any other, A Song of Ice and Fire has earned George R. R.
Martin—dubbed “the American Tolkien” by Time magazine—international acclaim
and millions of loyal readers. Now this bundle collects the entire monumental
cycle in the most convenient format available: A GAME OF THRONES A CLASH
OF KINGS A STORM OF SWORDS A FEAST FOR CROWS A DANCE WITH
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DRAGONS “One of the best series in the history of fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times
Winter is coming. Such is the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of the
fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert Baratheon in far-off King’s Landing.
There Eddard Stark of Winterfell rules in Robert’s name. There his family dwells
in peace and comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons Robb, Brandon, and
Rickon; his daughters Sansa and Arya; and his bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to
the north, behind the towering Wall, lie savage Wildings and worse—unnatural
things relegated to myth during the centuries-long summer, but proving all too
real and all too deadly in the turning of the season. Yet a more immediate threat
lurks to the south, where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the King, has died under
mysterious circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his
queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel, vainglorious Prince Joffrey,
and the queen’s brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and wealthy House
Lannister—the first a swordsman without equal, the second a dwarf whose stunted
stature belies a brilliant mind. All are heading for Winterfell and a fateful
encounter that will change the course of kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the
Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys, heir of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled
all of Westeros, schemes to reclaim the throne with an army of barbarian
Dothraki—whose loyalty he will purchase in the only coin left to him: his beautiful
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yet innocent sister, Daenerys. “Long live George Martin . . . a literary dervish,
enthralled by complicated characters and vivid language, and bursting with the
wild vision of the very best tale tellers.”—The New York Times
ANGEL FIRE My name is Darcy Anderson, and I am cursed with a dark power:
Whenever my life is in danger, something inside me summons elemental fire to
protect me. I cannot control this. One night, I was attacked in my home. The fire
... it raged out of control. I survived the inferno, but my house burned to the
ground - with my parents inside. I was at a loss to explain to the courts what
happened, and so they sent me to prison for ten years for manslaughter. Now I'm
out on parole, and all I want is to return to my home town and rebuild my life; but
the man who attacked me is back to finish the job he started. I can sense the
power in me growing. If I can't control it, it will control me and destroy everything and everyone - I love. _____ ANGEL'S BREATH My name is Richard Riley. All I
ever wanted was to lead a normal life. When I was younger, I made some bad
choices that ended with me in prison. I served my time, and now I am trying to
put my life back together. But someone has framed me for a crime I didn't
commit. They want me dead, and they're willing to kill my friends and family to
get to me. Even as I try to save the people I love, a dark and ancient power
grows inside me. I can feel its anger rising. If it gets away from me, it will rip
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everything in my life apart. _____ EARTH ANGEL My name is Kyle Chase. I had
a bright future as a heart surgeon until an accident brought my world crumbling
down. Just as I started to get my life back together, I stumbled onto a conspiracy
that began thousands of years ago; a secret my family tried to keep hidden from
me. Now, the conspirators want me out of the picture. They will stop at nothing to
silence me. As I try to uncover my ages-old legacy, I release a dark power that
threatens to destroy everyone I love. _____ ANGEL TEARS My name is Serena
Rogers. After escaping from a juvenile detention center, all I wanted was to get
as far away from home as I could and never look back. Everything changed when
I uncovered the dark secret that's been haunting my family since before I was
born. I am not who I thought I was. When I encounter an army of revolutionaries,
I am faced with an impossible choice: fight them and risk the lives of everyone I
love, or join them and lose my soul. _____ ANGEL OF DARKNESS My name is
Frank. I joined the police force to make a difference, but from the first day on the
job, everything I've done has made life worse for everyone around me. For
twenty-five years, I searched for meaning, to make sense of my life, but I never
found any answers. Just when I decide to turn my back on my life's work, I
uncover a conspiracy more sinister than anything I ever imagined. As I
investigate, I realize that even if I stop the conspirators, the blood of innocents
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will be on my hands: thousands will die. If I don't stop them, all of mankind will
suffer an age of darkness...
Chronicles Luce and Daniel's love that spans generations and their struggle to
stay together.
In New York Times bestselling author Linda Castillo’s next thriller Fallen, a
rebellious Amish woman leaves the Plain life, but the secrets she takes with her
will lead Chief of Police Kate Burkholder down a dark path to danger and death.
When a young woman is found murdered in a Painters Mill motel, Chief of Police
Kate Burkholder is shocked to discover she once knew the victim. Rachael
Schwartz was a charming but troubled Amish girl who left the fold years ago and
fled Painters Mill. Why was she back in town? And who would kill her so brutally?
Kate remembers Rachael as the only girl who was as bad at being Amish as
Kate was—and those parallels dog her. But the more Kate learns about Rachael's
life, the more she's convinced that her dubious reputation was deserved. As a
child, Rachael was a rowdy rulebreaker whose decision to leave devastated her
parents and best friend. As an adult, she was charismatic and beautiful, a rabblerouser with a keen eye for opportunity no matter who got in her way. Her noholds-barred lifestyle earned her a lot of love and enemies aplenty—both English
and Amish. As the case heats to a fever pitch and long-buried secrets resurface,
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a killer haunts Painters Mill. Someone doesn’t want Rachael’s past—or the
mysteries she took with her to the grave—coming to light. As Kate digs deeper,
violence strikes again, this time hitting close to home. Will Kate uncover the truth
and bring a murderer to justice? Or will a killer bent on protecting a terrible past
stop her once and for all—and let the fallen be forgotten?
The Mortal Instruments collection, all six internationally bestselling
Shadowhunters books in one set. Discover the world of the Shadowhunters as
they wage a terrifying war to keep the world safe from demons in the sensational
and internationally bestselling Mortal Instruments series by Cassandra Clare.
A clash of warriors draws closer as Rhulad Sengar, the Emperor of a Thousand
Deaths, spirals into madness, surrounded by sycophants and agents of his
Machiavellian chancellor. Against this backdrop, a band of fugitives seek a way
out of the empire, but on
While searching for the place where the angels fell to earth to stop Lucifer from
erasing the past, Luce and Daniel make a startling discovery about their love.
My name is Darcy Anderson, and I am cursed with a dark power: Whenever my
life is in danger, something inside me summons elemental fire to protect me. I
cannot control this. One night, I was attacked in my home. The fire ... it raged out
of control. I survived the inferno, but my house burned to the ground - with my
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parents inside. I was at a loss to explain to the courts what happened, and they
sent me to prison for ten years for manslaughter. Now I'm out on parole, and all I
want is to return to my home town and rebuild my life; but the man who attacked
me is back to finish the job he started. I can sense the power in me growing. If I
can't control it, it will control me and destroy everything - and everyone - I love. Fallen Angels - Book 1 - Angel Fire Book 2 - Angel's Breath Book 3 - Earth Angel
Book 4 - Angel Tears Book 5 - Angel of Darkness The Complete Book of Fallen
Angels
The Fallen Sequence: An Omnibus Edition Lauren Kate’s New York Times bestselling
FALLEN novels: FALLEN, TORMENT, and PASSION, available for the first time
together in an ebook omnibus edition. What if the person you were meant to be with
could never be yours? Fallen There’s something achingly familiar about Daniel Grigori.
Mysterious and aloof, he captures Luce Price’s attention from the moment she sees
him on her first day at Sword & Cross boarding school in Savannah. He’s the one
bright spot in a place where cell phones are forbidden, the other students are screwups,
and security cameras watch every move. Except Daniel wants nothing to do with
Luce—he goes out of his way to make that very clear. But she can’t let it go. Drawn to
him like a moth to a flame, Luce has to find out what Daniel is so desperate to keep
secret . . . even if it kills her. Dangerously exciting and darkly romantic, FALLEN is a
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page-turning thriller and the ultimate love story. How many lives do you need to live
before you find someone worth dying for? Torment Hell on earth. That’s what it’s like
for Luce to be apart from her fallen angel boyfriend, Daniel. It took them an eternity to
find one another, but now he has told her he must go away. Just long enough to hunt
down the Outcasts—immortals who want to kill Luce. Daniel hides Luce at Shoreline, a
school on the rocky California coast with unusually gifted students: Nephilim, the
offspring of fallen angels and humans. At Shoreline, Luce learns what the Shadows are,
and how she can use them as windows to her previous lives. Yet the more Luce learns,
the more she suspects that Daniel hasn’t told her everything. He’s hiding
something—something dangerous. What if Daniel’s version of the past isn’t actually
true? What if Luce is really meant to be with someone else? What if you find your soul
mate . . . at the wrong time? Passion Luce would die for Daniel. And she has. Over and
over again. Throughout time, Luce and Daniel have found each other, only to be
painfully torn apart: Luce dead, Daniel left broken and alone. But perhaps it doesn’t
need to be that way. . . . Luce is certain that something—or someone—in a past life can
help her in her present one. So she begins the most important journey of this lifetime . .
. going back eternities to witness firsthand her romances with Daniel . . . and finally
unlock the key to making their love last. Cam and the legions of angels and Outcasts
are desperate to catch Luce, but none are as frantic as Daniel. He chases Luce through
their shared pasts, terrified of what might happen if she rewrites history. Because their
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romance for the ages could go up in flames . . . forever.
**LIMITED TIME BOX SET** of the first TWO books from the Fallen Angels Series.
TAJAEL I am an angeling of the light, Protector class, assigned to Guardian Duty… and I
am Tempted. A war brews in the immortal realms, between the Angels of Light—created
to love and protect humanity—and their ancient enemy, the Fae. The Fae have created
a demon plague to stop the humans and their technology from invading the immortal
realms. I’m tasked with protecting a beautiful scientist who may do exactly that… but
this duty is fraught with danger. Not due to the demons who hunt her but because a Fall
from Lust will plunge me into shadow. I’ve already been marked by the darkness of
that realm—and I’ve vowed never to return. CHARLOTTE I’m a scientist, a physicist, a
woman of reason… and I don’t believe in angels. My Ex broke me in ways I didn’t even
know I could break. But I’ve moved on and put the nightmares behind me. Now I have
work to do, a theory to test, and a billionaire lined up to fund my experiments. If I’m
successful, it will change the world. Everything’s finally coming together—then my coworker attacks me, my hot neighbor saves me, and suddenly, I’m wondering if there’s
more to my theories about an extra-dimensional world than I ever suspected… In a war
that threatens mortals and immortals alike, the Angels of Light vow to protect humanity…
but they will be tempted by the sweet promise of Love. Get two books in this box set—A
Deadly Sin, which is Tajael’s story, and Guardian of the Light, Oriel’s story—for a
LIMITED TIME! Each book is a complete story with HEA. Fallen Angels is a follow-on
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series from the bestselling Fallen Immortals series. It contains sexy hot angels of
light—and shadow. KEYWORDS: shapeshifter romance with sex, angel romance, shifter
romance, paranormal romance, new adult romance, romance ebook, top romance
reads, fantasy romance, paranormal elements
Don’t miss The Mortal Instruments: City of Bones, soon to be a major motion picture in
theaters August 2013. The first three books in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Mortal Instruments series, available in a collectible paperback boxed set. Enter the
secret world of the Shadowhunters with this MP3 collection that includes City of Bones,
City of Ashes, and City of Glass. The Mortal Instruments books have more than five
million copies in print, and this collectible set of the first three volumes in paperback
makes a great gift for newcomers to the series and for loyal fans alike.
Read FALLEN, the worldwide sensation that's both dangerously exciting and darkly
romantic. #1 New York Times bestseller A USA Today bestseller One of NPR.com's
100 Best-Ever Teen Novels More than 3 million series copies in print! There's
something achingly familiar about Daniel Grigori. Mysterious and aloof, he captures
Luce Price's attention from the moment she sees him on her first day at the Sword &
Cross boarding school in sultry Savannah, Georgia. He's the one bright spot in a place
where cell phones are forbidden, the other students are all screw-ups, and security
cameras watch every move. Even though Daniel wants nothing to do with Luce--and
goes out of his way to make that very clear--she can't let it go. Drawn to him like a moth
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to a flame, she has to find out what Daniel is so desperate to keep secret . . . even if it
kills her. "Sexy and fascinating and scary . . . I loved loved loved it!"--New York Times
bestselling author P.C. Cast
Discover the world of Mount Olympus with Emily and Pegasus as they soar to new
heights with this collectible boxed set! Emily and Pegasus have faced many dangers.
Their first meeting was on the roof of a New York City apartment building during a war
between immortal beings. They have traveled through time to Ancient Greece and
modern-day Hawaii. Their next adventure takes them to London where old enemies will
stage a final showdown. This hardcover boxed set includes all six titles: The Flame of
Olympus Olympus at War The New Olympians Origins of Olympus Rise of the Titans
The End of Olympus
The second novel in the addictive and worldwide bestselling FALLEN series . . . where
love never dies. #1 New York Times bestseller A USA Today Bestseller More than 3
million series copies in print! Hell on earth. That’s what it’s like for Luce to be apart
from her fallen angel boyfriend, Daniel. It took them an eternity to find one another, but
now he has told her he must go away. Just long enough to hunt down the
Outcasts—immortals who want to kill Luce. Daniel hides Luce at Shoreline, a school on
the rocky California coast with unusually gifted students: Nephilim, the offspring of
fallen angels and humans. At Shoreline, Luce learns what the Shadows are, and how
she can use them as windows to her previous lives. Yet the more Luce learns, the more
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she suspects that Daniel hasn’t told her everything. He’s hiding something—something
dangerous. What if Daniel’s version of the past isn’t actually true? What if Luce is
really meant to be with someone else? “Sexy and fascinating and scary . . . I loved
loved loved it!” —P. C. Cast, New York Times bestselling author on Fallen
From USA Today and Wall Street Journal Bestselling author Giana Darling comes a
new friends-to-lovers, MC romance about the asshole biker next-door and the girl who
loves him...He moved in next door.Handsome as sin, older in a way that meant
forbidden.He had tattoos on his hands and wickedness tucked in his grin.I was a goner
as girl to a man they called Casanova for a reason. He would never love me, at least
not the way I needed him to.I tried to move on. But I couldn't turn my back on him or
The Fallen MC.So when they needed me most, I offered the only thing of value I could
use to help them.My body.And when helping them meant putting my life on the line,
Nova had to decide just how much he was willing to do to get me out alive.A standalone
friends-to-lovers age-gap romance in The Fallen Men series.
The historical adult debut novel by # 1 New York Times bestselling author Lauren Kate,
The Orphan's Song is a breathtaking story of passion, heartbreak, and betrayal, and a
celebration of the enduring nature and transformative power of love. "A tangled knot of
betrayal and love, lies and redemption. Marvelous." --Fiona Davis, author of The
Address A song brought them together. A secret will tear them apart. When Violetta
and Mino meet, one finds true love and the other denies it. Both orphans at the Hospital
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of the Incurables in Venice, an orphanage and music conservatory, they meet and
make music together clandestinely until Violetta is selected for the Incurables'
renowned chorus. In order to join she signs an oath never to sing beyond the church
doors, effectively sequestering herself for life. Mino flees, heartbroken. Too late,
Violetta realizes what she has lost. In rebellion she begins a dangerous and forbidden
nightlife, unknowingly drawing closer to Mino as he searches Venice for his long-lost
mother. Mino and Violetta must each journey through passion, heartache, and betrayal
before a dangerous secret reunites them, leading to a shocking and final confrontation.
In this USA Today bestselling novel, a woman with power over fire and illusion and the
enslaved son of a chieftain battle a corrupt empire in this powerful and deeply
emotional romantic fantasy. Every year, each village is required to send a young
woman to the Empire's capital--her fate to be burned alive for the entertainment of the
masses. For the last five years, one small village's tithe has been the same woman.
Gilene's sacrifice protects all the other young women of her village, and her secret to
staying alive lies with the magic only she possesses. But this year is different. Azarion,
the Empire's most famous gladiator, has somehow seen through her illusion--and is set
on blackmailing Gilene into using her abilities to help him escape his life of slavery.
Unknown to Gilene, he also wants to reclaim the birthright of his clan. To protect her
family and village, she will abandon everything to return to the Empire--and burn once
more.
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The world is broken... Corban wants nothing more than to be a warrior under
King Brenin's rule - to protect and serve. But that day will come all too soon. And
the price he pays will be in blood. Evnis has sacrificed - too much it seems. But
what he wants - the power to rule -- will soon be in his grasp. And nothing will
stop him once he has started on his path. Veradis is the newest member of the
warband for the High Prince, Nathair. He is one of the most skilled swordsman to
come out of his homeland, yet he is always under the shadow of his older
brother. Nathair has ideas - and a lot of plans. Many of them don't involve his
father, the High King Aquilus. Nor does he agree with his father's idea to
summon his fellow kings to council. The Banished Lands has a violent past
where armies of men and giants clashed in battle, but now giants are seen, the
stones weep blood and giant wyrms are stirring. Those who can still read the
signs see a threat far greater than the ancient wars. For if the Black Sun gains
ascendancy, mankind's hopes and dreams will fall to dust... ...and it can never be
made whole again. MALICE is a dark epic fantasy tale of blind greed, ambition,
and betrayal.
Sweeping across centuries, PASSION is the third novel in the unforgettably epic
and worldwide bestselling FALLEN series. A New York Times bestseller A USA
Today bestseller More than 3 million series copies in print! Luce would die for
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Daniel. And she has. Over and over again. Throughout time, Luce and Daniel
have found each other, only to be painfully torn apart: Luce dead, Daniel left
broken and alone. But perhaps it doesn’t need to be that way. . . . Luce is certain
that something—or someone—in a past life can help her in her present one. So she
begins the most important journey of this lifetime . . . going back eternities to
witness firsthand her romances with Daniel . . . and finally unlock the key to
making their love last. Cam and the legions of angels and Outcasts are
desperate to catch Luce, but none are as frantic as Daniel. He chases Luce
through their shared pasts, terrified of what might happen if she rewrites history.
Because their romance for the ages could go up in flames . . . forever. “Sexy and
fascinating and scary . . . I loved loved loved it!” —P. C. Cast, New York Times
bestselling author on Fallen
Christmas is a time for remembering… Too bad not all memories are pleasant.
Everyone in Whiskey Creek remembers Sophia DeBussi as the mean girl.
Especially Ted Dixon, whose attentions she once scorned. But Sophia has paid
the price for her behavior back then. The man she did marry was rich and
powerful, but abusive. When her husband goes missing, she learns that he died
running from an FBI probe of his investment firm. Not only has he left Sophia
penniless, he's left her to face all the townspeople he cheated…. Sophia is
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reduced to looking for any kind of work to pay the bills and support her daughter.
With no other options, she accepts a job as housekeeper for Ted, now a
successful suspense writer. He can't turn his back on her, but he refuses to get
emotionally involved. Will Christmas, the season of love and forgiveness, bring
them another chance at happiness? Originally published in 2013
Fallen Boxed SetDelacorte Press
A group of kids must stop invaders before they take over Titus—and the rest of the
universe—in this first book in a brand-new series from bestselling Pegasus author
Kate O’Hearn, who masterfully blends mystery and mythology together. Fifteen
years ago, Olympus was destroyed and the Olympians were resettled on Titus.
Since then Earth has been declared a quarantined world. Neither Titans nor
Olympians are allowed to visit and under no circumstances are humans allowed
on Titus. The Titans and Olympians are keeping the peace. But the deep-seated
mistrust still lingers, so when a human ends up on Titus, he could be the spark
that reignites the war… Astraea is a Titan, granddaughter of Hyperion, and now a
reluctant student at the brand-new school, Arcadia. She just knows that it’s going
to be awful, and that there is no way that Titans and Olympians will ever get
along! At least she’s got her best friend, a winged-horse named Zephyr, to keep
her company. Then the night before the first day of school, Astraea hears her
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parents discussing something terrifying: a human has been spotted on Titus. But
that’s not possible. All routes to Earth via the Solar Stream have been closed—no
one can travel between the two worlds…or can they? When Astraea and Zephyr
get detention on their first day—for fighting with a centaur—they’re sent to the
orchards to harvest nectar. There they discover a human boy named Jake. How
he got to Titus is a mystery even to him. But Astraea and Zephyr know they have
to get Jake home before anyone else discovers him. But what the trio uncovers is
something much bigger than one misplaced human boy. It’s a scheme to take
down the rulers of this world, conquer it, and then do the same across the galaxy.
Can a group of kids stop the invaders? Or is Titus, like Olympus before it,
doomed?
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